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NICOLE EISENMAN AND THE MODERNS. HEADS, KISSES, BATTLES
The Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles is delighted to present “Nicole Eisenman and the
Moderns. Heads, Kisses, Battles”, a touring
exhibition that will be on show in Arles from
21 May to 23 October 2022.
The exhibition is the result of a close collaboration between the artist Nicole Eisenman
and four European museums: the Aargauer
Kunsthaus in Switzerland, the Kunsthalle
Bielefeld in Germany, the Kunstmuseum Den
Haag in the Netherlands and the Fondation
Vincent van Gogh Arles in France.
Human existence, questions of identity,
social conventions and power relations in
contemporary Western society are central
themes in Nicole Eisenman’s work.
Nicole Eisenman (b. 1965) is an American
painter and sculptor who lives and works in
Brooklyn, New York, where for over thirty
years they have been producing a multifaceted
and abundant body of work that is overtly
ironic and political. Profoundly informed by
the artist’s personal life and infused with the
motifs and issues of today’s world, Eisenman’s
practice is also closely related to the art of
earlier centuries, from antiquity and the
Renaissance to modernism.
The exhibition presents more than seventy
paintings and drawings by Nicole Eisenman,
offering an extensive overview of their work
since the 1990s. This ensemble is juxtaposed
with seventy works on loan from the collections
of the partner museums in Aarau, Bielefeld
and The Hague. Dating primarily from the
early years of the twentieth century, they
include works by internationally renowned
modern artists such as James Ensor, Edvard
Munch, Paula Modersohn-Becker and Vincent
van Gogh – but also works by lesser-known
artists who played an influential role within

their sphere, such as Max von Moos and
Alice Bailley in Switzerland, Gerd Arntz and
Co Westerik in the Netherlands, and Käthe
Kollwitz and Hermann Stenner in Germany.
Nicole Eisenman, who graduated from the
Rhode Island School of Design in 1987, has
been passionate about painting and its history
from an early age. Eliminating all anecdotal
references, the artist revisits the history of art
while at the same time bringing in elements
of popular culture and counterculture. These
artistic references collide and are resituated
in the context of our contemporary world.
Nicole Eisenman performs this blending
exercise, which is deliberate and open to
accident, with astonishing stylistic virtuosity.
Her works spark a wealth of new pictorial and
mental associations, which enrich our vision
of the present and at the same time multiply
and complexify our view of the past.
A true celebration, the exhibition “Nicole
Eisenman and the Moderns. Heads, Kisses,
Battles” testifies to the incredible vitality of art
as an evocative power, a means of resistance
and a driving force for transformation. This
confidence afforded to painting is in keeping
with Vincent van Gogh’s wish to remain, above
all, a painter of real life.

Exhibition curators:
Katharina Ammann, Bice Curiger,
Daniel Koep and Christina Végh
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Born in 1965 in Verdun, France, Nicole
Eisenman grew up in Scarsdale, an affluent
town in New York State, USA, and studied at
the Rhode Island School of Design, graduating
in 1987.
The New York that Nicole Eisenman knew
in the 1980s rapidly shaped and strengthened
their attraction towards art and comics. In
the work of artists such as Sigmar Polke and
David Wojnarowicz, and in comics magazines
such as RAW, Nicole Eisenman discovered the
language they would later want to employ.
“It was raw, punk”, the artist explains in an
interview; “it reflected the street culture, an
alternative reality to that of my town, which
was pretty neat and tidy”. Black humour
appealed to Nicole Eisenman even at this
early date, undoubtedly owing to its power
to inject distance and fluidity into the norms
– particularly those of gender – and rigid order
prevailing in our societies.
Nicole Eisenman’s painting reflects and extends
this desire to subvert convention, and at the
same time plunges us into a world of imagery
that is carnal, open and smart, embracing bad
taste – which latter then becomes a critical and
daring category.
Since the start of the 1990s the artist has
worked in a variety of media, ranging from
drawing and sculpture to painting. Their works
establish a direct relationship with art history
as well as with the social issues of our day.
Their figurative style absorbs influences from
comics and fanzines and borrows from kitsch
and pop motifs. Via portraits, self-portraits,
nudes and genre scenes, Nicole Eisenman
develops a formal and iconographic repertoire
as specific as it is personal. The humorous,
provocative and at times grotesque character
of this repertoire calls to mind the works of

Photo: Nathan Perkel

BIOGRAPHY OF NICOLE EISENMAN

James Ensor and German Expressionists such
as Otto Dix and Max Beckmann.
Nicole Eisenman is considered one of the most
important American painters of her generation.
Her work has been shown in institutions and
at events around the world, including at
the Whitney Biennial in New York (2019),
the Skulptur Projekte exhibition in Münster
(2017), the New Museum in New York (2016),
and the Kunsthalle Zürich and Frac Île-deFrance (both 2007).
Nicole Eisenman lives and works in Brooklyn,
New York. Awarded the Carnegie Prize in 2013
and the prestigious MacArthur Fellowship in
2015, in 2018 they were inducted into the
American Academy of Arts and Letters.
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19TH- AND 20TH-CENTURY ARTISTS ON DISPLAY IN ARLES
GERD ARNTZ (1900–1988)
ALICE BAILLY (1872–1938)
KARL BALLMER (1891–1958)
MAX BECKMANN (1884–1950)
PAUL CAMENISCH (1893–1970)
HEINRICH CAMPENDONK (1889–1857)
OTTO DIX (1891–1969)
JAMES ENSOR (1860–1949)
ERNST LUDWIG KIRCHNER (1880–1938) KÄTHE
KOLLWITZ (1867–1945)
HERMAN KRUYDER (1881–1935)
PAULA MODERSOHN-BECKER (1876–1907) MAX
VON MOOS (1903–1979)
OTTO MORACH (1887–1973)

OTTO MUELLER (1874–1930)
EDVARD MUNCH (1863–1944)
EMIL NOLDE (1867–1956)
PABLO PICASSO (1881–1973)
GEORGES ROUAULT (1871-1958)
HERMANN SCHERER (1893–1927)
WILHELM SCHMID (1892–1971)
HERMANN STENNER (1891–1914)
CHARLEY TOOROP (1891–1955)
FÉLIX VALLOTTON (1865–1925)
VINCENT VAN GOGH (1853–1890)
GUSTAVE VAN DE WOESTYNE (1881–1947)
CO WESTERIK (1924–2018)
WALTER KURT WIEMKEN (1907–1940)

EXHIBITION CATALOGUE
The touring exhibition “Nicole Eisenman
and the Moderns. Heads, Kisses, Battles”
is accompanied by a catalogue published in
German, English and French.
Alongside a wealth of reproductions of
Nicole Eisenman’s paintings and drawings,
the publication contains an introduction to the
exhibition project, an essay by Christina Végh
on Nicole Eisenman’s work, and a conversation
between Bice Curiger, Daniel Koep, Kolja
Reichert and Beate Söntgen on the concept
underpinning the exhibition. In the form of a
glossary, various themes are discussed in direct
relation to Nicole Eisenman’s work, as well as in
the more general context of art history. Lastly,
introductions to the collections of the partner
institutions, and short commentaries on the
modernist artists presented in the exhibition,
serve to contextualize the 19th- and 20thcentury works in the exhibition.

Details: 160 pages, 141 colour illustrations,
softcover with OTA binding
ISBN: 978-3-86442-362-8
Publisher: Snoeck Verlag Cologne
1st edition (2022)
Available in English, French and German
Price: 39,80 euros
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EXTRACTS FROM THE EXHIBITION CATALOGUE

NOTES ON THE EXHIBITION CONCEPT
Katharina Ammann, Bice Curiger, Daniel Koep and Christina Végh
The idea of presenting Nicole Eisenman’s
oeuvre alongside modernist works of art stems
from the New York-based artist’s own practice. Their numerous references – whether
ironic, affirmative, nuanced, or mocking – to
artworks from the Renaissance to late modernism became the starting point for our ideas
and a central theme of the exhibition.
When Nicole Eisenman and Christina Végh
as initiator of the exhibition project invited
us as curators of the exhibition to visit the
Prado together, we were able to experience
first-hand just how differently artists and art
historians look at art and art history. While
Eisenman is primarily, though not exclusively, concerned with technical questions
– how was this made? – art historians tend to
establish thematic connections and can easily get carried away with theoretical questions that no longer do justice to the creative
and painterly impulse. With this awareness
and a tentative selection of Eisenman’s current works in mind, our perspective on our
respective institution’s collections has become sharper and more profound with regard to their form and content. As a result,
in selecting works to create a dialogue with
Eisenman’s works, we have chosen not only
internationally acknowledged greats but
also artists whose works’ significance derives from a direct relationship to their native context, such as Charley Toorop in the
Netherlands, Alice Bailly in Switzerland, and
Hermann Stenner in Germany. This emphasizes the geographical and period-specific
aspect of modern art, which, considering the
supposed timelessness of “classical” modernism, is too often overlooked in the canon of
art historiography.

The exhibition concept is based on the hypothesis that we can observe several similarities in the social developments and the art of
the decades around 1900 and 2000 that make
their juxtaposition worthy of investigation.
From around 1880 onward, modern artists in
Europe and elsewhere responded individually to the immense forces of industrialization
and urbanization, which undermined familiar traditions and fundamentally altered the
foundations of society and everyday life. The
glamour and misery that modern life brought
with it at that time is comparable to the
double-edged consequences with which the
digital age confronts us: global interconnectivity paired with personal disorientation,
and ever-diminishing freedoms paired with a
seemingly endless array of possibilities. Both
scenarios involve upheavals whose effects can
hardly be overlooked. Then, as today, social
disruption on such a scale brought with it the
dark, looming cloud of totalitarianism.
One specific issue in the exhibition’s
consciously historical and confrontational makeup is the search for ways to create
personal identity beyond traditional binary
concepts, which are always accompanied by
the conflict between emancipatory freedom
and increased discrimination. Heads, Kisses,
Battles comprises a selection of Eisenman’s
paintings and drawings from the 1990s to the
present day that focus on the individual’s existence with all of its emotional entanglements.
In all phases of their work, Eisenman advocates for new forms of coexistence, in which
traditional gender roles are rejected. They expose the historical mechanisms of exclusion
and restriction, especially those concerning
the social status of women, by creating images
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of personal freedom and love that subversively
play with the memory of the iconographic canon of both art and popular culture. Already
an issue around 1900, the individual’s search
for self-definition has been made considerably
more complicated today by rapidly changing
methods of digital visual communication and
by increasingly dominant forms of artificial intelligence and associated robotics technology
that are colonizing the spheres of work and
life. In any case, it should be noted that in the
midst of tremendous upheavals, the prevailing
constant is change, with all of the uncertainty
that accompanies it.
In discussing methodological approaches
to the exhibition, the question arose as to the
significance of the plethora of modernist elements that appear in Eisenman’s artworks.
Are they a tribute (which could be understood
as following modernism), a sample book of
set pieces (“post-modernist”), or a rejection
of such arbitrary approaches in a return to
a human-oriented mode of representation,
operating in a way that binds it to a time and
place (“anti-postmodernist”)? Eisenman reveals themself to be an heir to modernism
capable of moving with the greatest freedom
among the forms and expressions disseminated by the style-and-form-obsessed avantgarde of the past. Their references, although
often incompatible with each other, are
fluid. They elude modernism’s rigorous, formal stylistic criteria to profess a form of representation that is a method of chronicling
that situates humankind within its temporal
existence, caught up in the invisible process
of comprehensive change. When depicting
people in their surroundings, the artist dares
to ignore both the dictates of pictorial realism and those of an ideologically conceived
modernism, which regards innovation as an
end in itself.

Juxtaposing historical modernism with
Eisenman’s work allows us to discover numerous thematic focal points and, conversely, affords us the opportunity to regard
that same modernism anew, from today’s
perspective. The exhibition takes the liberty
of connecting Eisenman’s themes with those
of modernism, making it possible to perceive
through the artist’s eyes new perspectives on
social upheavals in the unstable force fields of
a digital, globalized world in which the race
between renewal and reaction comes to a
head. Last, but not least, this approach offers
an opportunity to question art history’s rigid
modernist canon, which has long been stuck
in the narrative of the “master” artist. It is
against this claim to topicality that the exhibition Heads, Kisses, Battles: Nicole Eisenman
and the Moderns must be measured.
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DESIRE FOR MORE SWIMMING, MORE CRYING AND MORE PAINT
NICOLE EISENMAN AND THEIR WARM INVITATION
TO THE ARENA OF CONFLICTS
Christina Végh

Swimming with Friends
Summer days. Painting and drawing on the
beach, sitting cross-legged and protecting
yourself from the sun with a towel. A seagull runs along the water’s edge, vigilantly studying the waves. People lounging in the sun,
alone or in groups. Amid them, a few heads
boldly captured in just a few strokes or blots
of ink over a watercolor background, following an expression or a mood. People reading books and smartphones, others playing
together, joking, sleeping or lying in relaxed
contemplation. In bikinis, swimming trunks
or naked. Utterly at ease among friends and
family, immersed in an activity, bathed in the
warmth and light of the sun, a gentle breeze
on the skin. The sky is blue and still. [...]
I am overcome by a remarkable sense of
deep relaxation when looking at the series of
small drawings that Nicole Eisenman exhibited
in 2018 under the title A Valentine’s Day Show.
Who today is capable, ruled as we are by our
smartphones, of relaxing completely, playing

with childlike abandon, or letting go outside
the context of self-improvement or meditation? In many ways, these images are atypical
for Eisenman, if only because they were made
outdoors on vacation with friends on Fire Island. And because the series came about in a
period when the world, and the United States
in particular, was breathlessly following the
unpredictable, monstrous tweets emanating
from the White House. Isn’t it almost shameless to make a public display of scenes of private pleasures?
The series immediately cast a spell on me.
[...] – And of these works, some tossed off
casually with a few quick lines, others skillfully colored in soft, flowing watercolors,
conveying lightness and spontaneity. Eisenman sharpened feathers found on the beach,
repurposing them as painting tools to try out
marks on the paper.1 In some drawings, the
incessant application of the quill results in a
staccato of lines (Empty Beach Raining, bellow). Snapshots drawn with empathy and
care convey the joy of capturing on paper a
world – sea, sand, friends, light – that is in

1. Nicole Eisenman in conversation with the author, July 2021.
On the left: Nicole Eisenman, K8 and Tiff, 2017, ink and watercolor on paper, 50.8 × 36.2 cm. Courtesy of the artist
and Anton Kern Gallery, New York; on the right: Nicole Eisenman, Empty Beach Raining, 2017, pencil and ink on paper,
26 × 33.7 cm. Courtesy of the artist and Anton Kern Gallery, New York
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constant motion. All of the figures have an air
of natural self-confidence. They are graceful in their plainness. “I want my work to be
authentic and reflective of my body, […] the
work is nothing if not feeling-based,” notes
Eisenman when describing their practice.2
This insistence on the body and emotions may
be one reason why friends, acquaintances and
family are often protagonists in their visual
creations, and why the artist often inscribes
themself into their works. [...]
Diving with the Entire Body Through History
into the Present
The cell phone, another recurring element within Eisenman’s repertoire of motifs, stands in
the greatest possible opposition to the ebb and
flow of the waves, and the individuals – the
bathers – suspended within it. It is a symbol
of the contemporary world, in which we are
all connected to one another as communicative and social beings within digital networks.
It makes visible the personal, institutional,

socio-political, and economic entanglements
that lead to our shared restlessness. It is not
for nothing that the artist is often characterized as the quintessential “painter of modern
life.”3 Their multi-layered work addresses today’s existential questions: our place in the
world and society; our relationship to nature,
work, family, and friends; the tensions that
result from the economic constraints between
work, care, and recreational activities; our
understanding of friendship, bodies, love and
longing. These are virtuosic, unflinching, venomous, humorous and elegiac images of society
that take pleasure in interweaving the historically accrued symbolic and iconographic formal
canon from both American pop culture and art
history, derived mostly from European origins,
and thereby undermine and reframe the underlying canon of values or beliefs and give them
new meaning. However, unlike the “painters of
modern life” invoked by Baudelaire, Eisenman
views life not from the objectifying distance of
the flâneur, but from a position of physical and
emotional involvement and entanglement. [...]

2. Quoted in Chloe Wyma, “25 Questions for Witty Expressionist and Biennal Star Nicole Eisenman,” Blouin Artinfo, June 19, 2012
3. For more detail, see Barry Schwabsky, “Nicole Eisenman’s Path to Genius,” The Nation, July 14, 2016.
Above: Nicole Eisenman, Beer Garden with Ash/AK, 2009, oil on canvas, 164.9 × 208 cm. De Ying Foundation
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Desire as a Political Force
Countless contemporary global protest movements – Fridays for Future, #MeToo, and
Black Lives Matter, to name only a few – are
calling for social reforms. Desire and longing
are constant undercurrents in Eisenman’s
work. Cultural theorist Paul B. Preciado has
pointed out the potential of fiction and art as
vessels of desire that may turn into political
forces: “We have a conception of politics and
of political upheaval that are still based on

ideas that are too narrow. The strong, male
subject who is ready for violence tends to
stand in the center of the revolution here: he
comes to change everything in his way. But
what happens if he is not the subject of this
revolution? What would happen if the revolution was a sick person’s revolution? A slow
person’s revolution. A sex worker revolution. A revolution of colonized people. Then
it would be another revolution with another
goal. […] It would no longer only be about
taking someone out of their position of power
and replacing them with another person. […]

It would then be about reconfiguring political
subjectivity – and that is something else. We
also need to depatriarchalize and de-colonize
our longing and, therefore, our desires – because the question will be how we can collectively long for something that has not yet been
longed for. […] I am talking about longing as
a transformative political force. Within capitalism and hetero-patriarchal society, longing
has been reduced to consuming and success,
even to reproductive success and feelings of
‘happiness’ and contempt. Similarly, within
neoliberalism, freedom has been reduced to
the free market. We need to implement a series of experimental technologies in order to
invent longing beyond consuming and success
and to practice freedom. Because we do not
know what we are longing for and we do not
know how we should be free. This is why fiction and art are important, because that is
precisely where there can be fields for experimental and collective constructions of longing
and freedom.”4
The desire and pleasure in conceiving
a new order that starts with the body – its
sexuality and search for connectedness, and
its vulnerability and isolation – are decisive
in Eisenman’s work. The figure of the bather
and the pastoral landscape are often starting
points. But it is not always these bodies that
are extracting paint, as in Mining I, in order to create a new and better world. In The
Work of Labor and Care (2004), for instance,
it is two people with dumb, smirking faces
who are creating a form from an undefined
brown mass. Untitled (2002, on the next
page, right) sheds light on dubious figures at
a cemetery who attain their wealth at others’

4. Paul B. Preciado interviewed by Enrico Ippolito, “Die Revolution ist schon hier,” Der Spiegel (June 2, 2021), https://www.spiegel.de/
kultur/queer-theoretiker-paulpreciado-die-revolution-ist-schon-hier-a-ffa66ee3-fd8c-4434-b4d9-1d0a7503183. See also: Preciado,
An Apartment on Uranus: Chronicles of the Crossing, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2020.
On the left: Nicole Eisenman, Self-Portrait Walking Down Street with an Outrageous Party Atmosphere Descending, 1997,
10
ink on gessoed paper, 130.8 × 146.7 cm. Cathy & Jonathan Miller Collection
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expense by extracting gold teeth from
corpses. This immediately awakens the grim
specters of history – especially the German
ones – although the group’s timeless appearance may evoke any number of contemporary value chains that are detrimental to others.
Desire played out as greed can ultimately lead
to apocalyptic landscapes with a poisonous
yellow river upon which the last survivors of a
shipwreck escape an all-encompassing natural catastrophe. T.B.T. (Headed Down River)
(2018, bellow) shows a wounded man and
a lifeless body propelled hopelessly forward
on a boat. Spotlighted at the center of the
image, a dangling foot with a flip-flop – an
omnipresent accessory of hip nonchalance no
longer worn only by bathers – flashes eerily
out of the fantastic, allegorical projection like
a prop from our everyday. It is details such as
this that firmly place the visualized fantasy or
apocalypse in the here and now, establishing
a connection to our lives and emotions. [...]

The Pastoral and Vulnerability as Revolt
The theory of “intimate revolt” that the philosopher, semiotician, and psychoanalyst Julia
Kristeva has developed over the past thirty
years in the search for a new understanding
of politically meaningful action places particular attention on the concept of vulnerability.
Kristeva locates vulnerability at the intersection of biology and language. Ignoring vulnerability in personal and social contexts encourages discrimination on the basis of “race,”
social origin or religious beliefs.5 If vulnerability is disavowed rather than respected, it
promotes violence against others or leads to
the individual being completely absorbed by
it, which can lead to psycho- logical conditions such as depression or sadomasochistic
personality disorder. Intimate revolt makes it
possible to return to the original seat of vulnerability between biology and languageand to
discover for oneself love and joy, which are
also part of vulnerability. For Kristeva, the
acceptance and visualization of vulnerability
is a prerequisite for social participation and
empathy: “Revolt exposes the speaking being
to an unbearable conflictuality, and our century has assumed the daunting privilege of

5.Kristeva quoted in Sarah K. Hansen, Rebeca Tuvel (eds.), “Introduction,” New Forms of Revolt: Essays on Kristeva’s Intimate Politics,
Albany: SUNY Press, 2017, p. 7
On the right: Nicole Eisenman, Untitled (Sans titre), 2002, oil on canvas, 97.3 × 130.2 cm. Ringier Collection, Switzerland
On the left: Nicole Eisenman, T.B.T. (Headed Down River), 2018, oil and mixed media on canvas, 208 × 165 cm. Nachson Mimran
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manifesting the necessary enjoyment (jouissance) and morbid dead ends associated with
this conflictuality.”6
Eisenman’s work is a warm invitation to
this arena of conflicts, created with all the
artistic means at their disposal. In Progress: Real and Imagined (2006, image
bellow), Eisenman plays off Francisco de
Goya’s (1746–1828) iconic print The Sleep
of Reason Produces Monsters (c.1799) by
portraying themself in a similar pose at
their studio table at the center of a whirl of
floating, painterly visions. With brilliant virtuosity, the Bruegelesque diptych opens up
for the viewer a multitude of images within
images, interweaving the private and the
personal with everyday cultural and arthistorical set pieces in a veritable orgy of

painting styles: from the old masters to Expressionism, and from Symbolism to Hardedge painting. On the froth of a stormy ocean
and antagonistic forces, the artist depicts
themself in their studio, which is carried
on a red boat. Countless empty paint tubes
lay strewn across the floor around them, an
expressive bouquet of flowers sprays auspicious colors like fireworks, numerous small
pictures blow around them like scraps of memories of experiences from a trip in Switzerland and of the artist’s own works, ironically and humorously addressing doubts about
their own creative powers. Eisenman reveals
all of their efforts and their own vulnerability
about being an artist, in complete contrast
to the heroic posturing of the ingenious artist.[...]

6. “New Forms of Revolt”, New Forms of Revolt: Essays on Kristeva’s Intimate Politics, Albany: SUNY Press, 2017, p. 17
Above: Nicole Eisenman, Progress: Real and Imagined, 2006, oil on canvas, mixed media (two panels), each 234.5 × 481 cm.
Ringier Collection, Switzerland
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In a discussion of Eisenman’s work, one
should certainly mention artists such as Alice
Neel (1900–1984, exhibited at the Fondation
Vincent van Gogh Arles in 2017) who, like
many other women artists of her generation,
experienced belated recognition only after the
discourse changed in the 1970s. Throughout
her entire life, Neel, who was always emotionally invested in her works, mostly painted
friends and acquaintances, and challenged
pictorial and social conventions through a

close, intimate portrayal of the vulnerability
or mutability of her models, for instance in
depicting the naked, pregnant female body.
Of course, I am also reminded of artists, such
as Maria Lassnig (1919–2014) and Marlene
Dumas (b.1953), who have fused corporeal
experience with figurative representation,
searching for the portrayal of the human figure after it has already been fully mediatized
in our world. As much as these artists’ approaches differed from each other, like Eisenman they have remained faithful to a realism
that solidly binds the physical and emotional
via the medium of painting.
Ultimately, Eisenman’s work invites us to
cry more, to handle paint ourselves and to go
swimming more often, alone or in the com-

pany of others. Activities that foster joy are
positive forms of desire. They are the starting
points for intimate revolt and the promise of
social change. In one of the artist’s most recent works, A Couple (2020, bellow), created
against the backdrop of the experience of
the pandemic, we see a couple seated back
to back. While the figure of the woman appears caught in a state of disintegration, weighed down by a heavy sack of potatoes (and
work?), the male figure is playing a tuba,
perhaps trying to cheer her up. Has the labor once again been pushed onto the woman
while men are supposed to reinvent the world?
There have, after all, been many reports of
reversion to old behavioral patterns and the
traditional division of labor during the pandemic. Or is Eisenman summoning the desire
for musical storytelling that stands for art’s
role in opening up and freeing seemingly frozen constraints? Picasso’s Resting Acrobat
(1905) speaks to the latter: its harlequin, representing the artist and creativity, is echoed
in Eisenman’s tuba player. The interpretation
remains open. Again, Eisenman invites us to
go swimming more, to cry more, to turn more
towards paint (or music). I am only too happy
to follow them.

On the left: Nicole Eisenman, Lee and TM, 2015, watercolor on paper, 50.8 × 36 cm. Courtesy of the artist and Anton Kern Gallery, New York
On the right: Nicole Eisenman, A Couple, 2020, oil on canvas, 76.2 × 61 cm. Private collection
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NICOLE EISENMAN AND THE MODERNS. HEADS, KISSES, BATTLES
PRESS IMAGES: CAPTIONS AND CREDITS IN ENGLISH

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Night Studio, 2009
Huile sur toile
165,1 × 208,3 cm
Collection Joshua Gessel & Yoel Kremin,
Marina-Herzliya
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Night Studio, 2009
Oil on canvas
165.1 × 208.3 cm
Collection Joshua Gessel & Yoel Kremin,
Marina-Herzliya
FR
Nicole Eisenman
Lee and TM (Lee et TM), 2015
Aquarelle sur papier
50,8 × 36 cm
Avec l’aimable autorisation de l’artiste et
de la galerie Anton Kern, New York
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Lee and TM, 2015
Watercolor on paper
50.8 × 36 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Anton Kern Gallery,
New York

FR
Nicole Eisenman
K8 and Tiff (K8 et Tiff), 2017
Encre et aquarelle sur papier
50,8 × 36,2 cm
Avec l’aimable autorisation de l’artiste et
de la galerie Anton Kern, New York
EN
Nicole Eisenman
K8 and Tiff, 2017
Ink and watercolor on paper
50.8 × 36.2 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Anton Kern Gallery, New York
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FR
Nicole Eisenman
Mining I (Mine I), 2005
Huile sur toile
153,5 × 198,5 cm
Collection Ringier, Suisse
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Mining I, 2005
Oil on canvas
153.5 × 198.5 cm
Ringier Collection, Switzerland

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Beer Garden with Ash/AK, 2009
Huile sur toile
164,9 × 208 cm
Fondation De Ying
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Beer Garden with Ash/AK, 2009
Oil on canvas
164.9 × 208 cm
De Ying Foundation

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Self-Portrait Crossing Out Self-Portraits, 1996
Aquarelle sur papier
56,5 × 38,7
Richard Gerrig & Timothy Peterson
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Self-Portrait Crossing Out Self-Portraits, 1996
Watercolor on paper
56.5 × 38.7
Richard Gerrig & Timothy Peterson
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FR
Nicole Eisenman
Weeping Woman (Femme en pleurs), 2007
Mousse et huile sur bois
140 × 140 cm
Collection privée
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Weeping Woman, 2007
Foam and oil on wood
140 × 140 cm
Private collection

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Le Kiss Deux, 2015
Encre sur papier
128 × 114,3 cm
Collection privée
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Le Kiss Deux, 2015
Ink on paper
128 × 114.3 cm
Private collection

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Untitled (Sans titre), 2008
Monotype sur papier
60 × 47 cm
Victoria Robinson
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Untitled, 2008
Monotype on paper
60 × 47 cm
Victoria Robinson
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FR
Nicole Eisenman
Watchers (Téléspectateurs), 2016
Huile sur toile
113 × 136
Collection privée
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Watchers, 2016
Oil on canvas
113 × 136
Private collection

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Untitled (Lesbian Recruitment Booth), 1992
Encre sur papier
61 × 48 cm
Collection Hort Family
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Untitled (Lesbian Recruitment Booth), 1992
Ink on paper
61 × 48 cm
Hort Family Collection

FR
Nicole Eisenman
Support Systems for Women IV, 1998
Huile sur toile
109 × 142 cm
Collection Tilton Family
EN
Nicole Eisenman
Support Systems for Women IV, 1998
Oil on canvas
109 × 142 cm
Tilton Family Collection
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FR
Vincent van Gogh
Portrait d’un homme borgne, Saint-Rémy-deProvence, automne 1889
Huile sur toile
56,5 × 36,6 cm
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
(Vincent van Gogh Foundation)
EN
Vincent van Gogh
Portrait of a One-Eyed Man, Saint-Rémy-deProvence, autumn 1889
Oil on canvas
56.5 × 36.6 cm
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
(Vincent van Gogh Foundation)

FR
Vincent van Gogh
Champ de coquelicots, Auvers-du-Oise, 1890
Huile sur toile
73 × 91,5 cm
Kunstmuseum Den Haag
EN
Vincent van Gogh
Poppy field, Auvers-sur-Oise, 1890
Oil on canvas
73 × 91.5 cm
Kunstmuseum Den Haag

FR
Alice Bailly
Femmes couchées, sans date
Huile sur toile
45,7 × 56 cm
Prêt de la Collection Werner Coninx
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau
EN
Alice Bailly
Lying Women, undated
Oil on canvas
45.7 × 56 cm
Loan of the Werner Coninx Collection
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau
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FR
Otto Mueller
Fünf Mädchen am Strand, Nordsee (Cinq filles
à la plage, mer du Nord), 1921
Lithographie en couleurs sur papier japonais
38 × 51,3 cm
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
EN
Otto Mueller
Fünf Mädchen am Strand, Nordsee (Five Girls
on the Beach, North Sea), 1921
Color lithograph on Japan paper
38 × 51.3 cm
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
FR
Co Westerik
Man in het water, vrouw in boot (Homme dans
l’eau, femme dans un bateau), 1959
Huile et tempera sur toile
117,9 × 150,2 cm
Kunstmuseum Den Haag, La Haye
EN
Co Westerik
Man in het water, vrouw in boot (Man in water,
woman in boat), 1959
Oil and tempera on canvas
117.9 × 150.2 cm
Kunstmuseum Den Haag, The Hague

FR
Hermann Stenner
Dame mit Masken (Dame avec masques), 1913
Huile sur toile
81 × 93 cm
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
EN
Hermann Stenner
Dame mit Masken (Woman with Masks), 1913
Oil on canvas
81 × 93 cm
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
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FR
Hermann Scherer
Bildnis Werner Neuhaus (Portrait de Werner
Neuhaus), vers 1924-1925
Huile sur toile
170 × 80 cm
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau
EN
Hermann Scherer
Bildnis Werner Neuhaus (Portrait of Werner
Neuhaus), c. 1924–1925
Oil on canvas
170 × 80 cm
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau

FR
Max von Moos
Die Sünde (Schlangenzauber) (Le Péché
[Fascination du serpent]), 1930
Tempera et huile sur carton
80,5 × 54 cm
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau
EN
Max von Moos
Die Sünde (Schlangenzauber) (The Sin [Snake
Charm]), 1930
Tempera and oil on cardboard
80.5 × 54 cm
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau

FR
Käthe Kollwitz
Die Mütter (Les Mères), 1923
Gravure sur bois sur papier japonais
47,5 × 64 cm
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
EN
Käthe Kollwitz
Die Mütter (The Mothers), 1923
Woodcut on Japan paper
47.5 × 64 cm
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
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THE FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES

FULFILLING VINCENT’S WISH
And I hope that later on, other artists will emerge in this beautiful part of the country.
				
Letter from Vincent to his brother Theo (Arles, 7 May 1888)
The Fondation offers a unique approach to Vincent van Gogh, in exploring the resonance of his art and
thinking with the work of artists today. Vincent’s art reached its pinnacle during his stay in Arles from
February 1888 to May 1889. Beginning in 1983, likewise in Arles, Yolande Clergue invited contemporary
artists to donate a work to pay homage to Van Gogh. Thanks to patron Luc Hoffmann, in 2010 a public utility
foundation was established. The City of Arles placed at its disposal the Hôtel Léautaud de Donines, a
prestigious fifteenth-century residence which, following its renovation by the architectural agency Fluor,
opened in 2014 with over 1,000 square metres of exhibition space. The Fondation’s resolutely contemporary
bias is underscored by the integration within the complex of two permanent artworks by Raphael Hefti and
Bertrand Lavier.
All year round, thanks to partnerships established with public and private collections, the Fondation presents
one or more original canvases by Vincent van Gogh, in company with works by leading contemporary artists
such as Yan Pei-Ming, Roni Horn, David Hockney, Urs Fischer, Laura Owens and Alice Neel. Also on display
are works by the nineteenth-century masters who inspired Vincent, particularly Jean-François Millet and
Adolphe Monticelli. In addition to monographic and thematic exhibitions, the Fondation hosts extramural
symposia, which examine changes and developments in the arts and artistic techniques in Van Gogh’s own
day, as well as Vincent’s affinities with other artists and forms of artistic expression. Art mediation and
educational programmes are also key areas of focus for the Fondation, which seeks to bring visitors even
closer to the artists and themes presented, for example through guided tours and activities tailored to
different publics, as well as through workshops held in schools in Arles and the surrounding area. The
Fondation shop, conceived as a luminous, colourful and iridescent link between the original building and its
contemporary interiors, welcomes visitors in the bright and clear light so dear to Van Gogh.
The Fondation fulfils Vincent’s wish to create in Arles a place of reflection, fertile production and stimulating
dialogue between artists.
Then, as you well know, I love Arles so much […].
Letter from Vincent to Theo (Arles, 18 February 1889)

Entrance gate Vincent (2014)
by Bertrand Lavier
© Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles;
FLUOR architecture
Photo: Flavia Vogel
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LIST OF EXHIBITIONS PREVIOUSLY HELD AT THE FONDATION
Since its opening in 2014, the Fondation has exhibited 70 paintings by Vincent van Gogh, thanks to partnerships with public
and private collections (in particular with the Van Gogh Museum Amsterdam, the Kröller-Muller Museum in Otterlo and
the E. G. Bührle Collection in Zürich). 47 drawings and one original letter by the artist have also been exhibited.
04.04 – 31.08.2014
Van Gogh Live ! Inauguration with Guillaume Bruère,
Raphael Hefti, Thomas Hirschhorn, Gary Hume,
Bethan Huws, Bertrand Lavier, Camille Henrot,
Fritz Hauser, Elizabeth Peyton
Curator: Bice Curiger
Van Gogh – Colours of the North, Colours of the South
Curator: Sjraar van Heugten
20.09.2014 – 26.04.2015
Bertrand Lavier, L’affaire tournesols
Curator: Bice Curiger
Yan Pei-Ming, Night of Colours
Curator: Xavier Douroux
12.06 – 20.09.2015
Van Gogh Drawings: Influences and Innovations
Curator: Sjraar van Heugten
Roni Horn, Butterfly to Oblivion
Curator: Bice Curiger
Tabaimo, aitaisei-josei
Curator: Bice Curiger
11.10.2015 – 10.01.2016
David Hockney, The Arrival of Spring
Curators: Gregory Evans & Bice Curiger
Raphael Hefti, On Core / Encore
Curator: Bice Curiger
13.02 – 24.04.2016
Très traits, with Eugène Leroy, Christopher Wool,
Andreas Gursky, Silvia Bächli, Adrian Ghenie,
Roy Lichtenstein, Isabelle Cornaro
Curator: Bice Curiger
Saskia Olde Wolbers, Yes, These Eyes Are the Windows
Curators: Bice Curiger & Julia Marchand
Giorgio Griffa
Curator: Bice Curiger
14.05 – 11.09.2016
Van Gogh in Provence: Modernizing Tradition
Curator: Sjraar van Heugten
Glenn Brown, Suffer Well
Curator: Bice Curiger
01.10.2016 – 29.01.2017
Urs Fischer, Mon cher…
Curator: Bice Curiger
04.03 – 17.09.2017
Calm and Exaltation. Van Gogh in the Bührle Collection
Curators: Bice Curiger & Lukas Gloor
Alice Neel: Painter of Modern Life
Curator: Jeremy Lewison
Rebecca Warren
Curator: Bice Curiger

07.10.2017 – 02.04.2018
La Vie simple – Simplement la vie / Songs of Alienation
with Pawel Althamer, Jonathas de Andrade, Yto Barrada,
Andrea Büttner, David Claerbout, Sanya Kantarovsky,
Jean-François Millet, Nicolas Party, Dan Perjovschi,
Juergen Teller, Oscar Tuazon, Vincent van Gogh
Curators: Bice Curiger & Julia Marchand
21.04 – 28.10.2018
Hot Sun, Late Sun. Modernism Untamed
with Adolphe Monticelli, Vincent van Gogh, Pablo Picasso,
Germaine Richier, Alexander Calder, Sigmar Polke,
Giorgio de Chirico, Joan Mitchell, Etel Adnan, Sun Ra
Curator: Bice Curiger
Paul Nash. Sunflower Rises
Curator: Simon Grant
17.11.2018 – 10.02.2019
The Autumn of Paradise. Jean-Luc Mylayne
Curator: Bice Curiger
James Ensor & Alexander Kluge: Dark Centuries
Curator: Julia Marchand
02.03 – 20.10.2019
Niko Pirosmani – Wanderer Between Worlds
Curator: Bice Curiger
Vincent van Gogh: Speed & Aplomb
Curator: Bice Curiger
Vincent van Gogh: The Return of the Sower
Curator: Lukas Gloor
16.11.2019 – 13.04.2020
... et labora
with photographs from the Ruth + Peter Herzog Collection,
works by Mika Rottenberg, Yuri Pattison, Emmanuelle
Lainé, Andreas Gursky, Michael Hakimi, Thomas Struth, Liu
Xiaodong, Cyprien Gaillard
and Provençal ex-votos
Curator: Bice Curiger
28.06 – 13.09.2020
Complicity: Roberto Donetta (1865–1932)
with Natsuko Uchino, Rose Lowder, Cyprien Gaillard and
Provençal ex-votos, with the florist Marie Varenne and
Square Saint-Pierre au coucher du soleil (1887)
by Vincent van Gogh
Curators: Bice Curiger & Julia Marchand
03.10.2020 – 28.03.2021
My Cartography: The Erling Kagge Collection
19.06 – 31.10.2021
« Laura Owens & Vincent van Gogh »
Curators: Bice Curiger & Mark Godfrey
27.11.2021 – 28.03.2022
Breathing One’s Breath
Curators: Bice Curiger, Julia Marchand
and Margaux Bonopera
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION

PRESS RELATIONS:
PIERRE COLLET | IMAGINE
M +33 6 80 84 87 71
COLLET@AEC-IMAGINE.COM

HADRIEN CALONI | IMAGINE
M +33 6 71 09 59 00
H.CALONI@AEC-IMAGINE.COM

NICOLE EISENMAN AND THE MODERNS. HEADS, KISSES, BATTLES
EXHIBITION FROM 21 MAY TO 23 OCTOBER 2022
PRESS PREVIEW ON FRIDAY 20 MAY AT 1PM

FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES
35 ter rue du Docteur-Fanton
13 200 Arles
T +33 (0)4 90 93 08 08
contact@fvvga.org
www.fondation-vincentvangogh-arles.org
OPENING TIMES
Everyday from 10am to 6pm
and from 10am to 7pm in July and August
Closed on Mondays from 1st October
Last admission 45 minutes before closing
ADMISSION
Full rate: €10
Reduced rate: €8
Students: €3
Free admission: children under 18,
disabled visitors, ICOM members,
press card, tour guides, curators,
journalists

PARTNERS
The Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles
is thankfull for the support of:
Banque Populaire Méditerranée

Blackwall Green

Hiscox

La Fondation Denibam

Follow us on social media!
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